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If you received this operation guide update when purchasing
a new unit, the functions and modifications described from
page 14 are intended as a supplement to your operation guide.

If you received this operation guide update together with an
update CD, the update procedure and the new functions and
modifications are described on the following pages. 

Installation of CD 
In order to install CD 3.
new CD 3.X.
After a short time, the f
appears.

Using the right rotary co
confirm.
The navigation and radi
A progress bar appears o
During updating, the ign
vehicle should not be m

Note on update for 782
After starting an update
off during installation. D
be operated. The switch
constitute a fault. After 
illumination is switched
mode. Installation of the
background. Navigation
pletion of navigation sof
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 supplied with the navigation unit.
itised street map. One CD for North-
nd one CD for Southern Europe (CD

 network and all destination centres
 Northern and Southern Europe are

 northern countries are also included
 CD. All digitised roads of the south-
cluded on the Southern Europe CD.
 the Northern or Southern Europe CD
egional roads and unclassified roads
 are stored. Larger cities and commu-
ely covered. For smaller towns and
al and unclassified roads or access

res are included.

trian zones, turning bans and other
ken into account as far as possible. 
cies between the data on the naviga-
l local situation, due to permanent
 and their traffic regulations.
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Modifications to navigation mode
The following modifications have been made to navigation
mode or the following new functions have been added.

• Navigation CDs

• Destination input via coordinates

• Switching the speed limits display on/off

• Dynamic navigation with TMC

Navigation CDs
Two navigation CDs are
These CDs contain a dig
ern Europe (CD no. 1) a
no. 2) are supplied. 
The complete trunk road
in the digitised area of
available on the CDs. 
All digitised roads of the
on the Northern Europe
ern countries are also in
In these detailed areas of
road map, motorways, r
as well as country roads
nities are comprehensiv
communities, the region
roads and the town cent

One-way streets, pedes
traffic regulations are ta
There may be discrepan
tion CD and the actua
changes to road systems
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ish to navigate from a town on the
) to a town on the Northern Europe

ination address as usual. After enter-
e prompted to insert navigation CD
���������	
�������� . After in-
, enter the road and, if required, the
n centre. 
is loaded and stored internally after
rted. 

weden, Finland and Denmark, non-
s been used to achieve a high depth of
 with this data, the navigation system
information such as motorway, trunk
ne-way street or other traffic regula-

not recorded. 
e used, but optimum route guidance
nteed.
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Navigation with two European CDs For example, if you w
Southern Europe CD (D
CD (B), enter your dest
ing the town, you will b
No. 1 by the display  ��
serting the relevant CD
house number or the tow
The required map data 
route calculation has sta

Note: For Norway, S
verified data ha
digitisation; i.e.
cannot refer to 
road, 30 zone, o
tions, as this is 
All roads can b
cannot be guara

A Area of Northern Europe CD with all digitised roads.
B For example, a town or an address in Germany (on the 

Northern Europe CD).
C Area of Southern Europe CD with all digitised roads.
D For example, a town or an address in France (on the 

Southern Europe CD).

A

B

C

D
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e destination using the right-hand ro-

bed above.
ress and hold the right-hand rotary
n 2 seconds. To confirm, the small
elected and the right-hand rotary
ly.

nates entered are located beyond the
f the digital map, a message will
ing you of this. The system cannot
 position beyond the boundaries of

ap.

ill now prompt you to enter a name
ed.
ibed in the main instructions under
n the destination memory".
hes to the Route menu.
 start.
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Destination input via coordinates
If the geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude) of a
destination are known, these can be entered and route
guidance to the destination started.

To enter the coordinates of the destination, select

��������� by turning the right-hand rotary control .
Press to confirm the selection.

Enter the latitude of the destination using the right-hand
rotary control . Entries must be made in degrees, minutes,
seconds and a direction as the crow flies, e.g. 11°38’34�� N.
To confirm the entry, press and hold the right-hand rotary
control  for more than 2 seconds. To confirm, the small
tick  can also be selected and the right-hand rotary
control  pressed briefly. 

Enter the longitude of th

tary control  as descri
To confirm the entry, p
control  for more tha
tick  can also be s
control  pressed brief

Note: If the coordi
boundaries o
appear notify
navigate to a
the digital m

The navigation system w
for the coordinates enter
Enter a name as descr
"Entering a destination i
The program then switc
Route guidance can now
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t display is ON, you travel along a
 and this speed limit is stored on the
esponding symbol will appear on the
splay indicating the speed limit.

t point at which for example a turn
layed below the navigation arrow,
d format. 
 speed limits (dependent on weather
tc.) a symbol with the text �"#� or a
e (e.g.: "80") draws the driver’s atten-
peed limit is variable.

peed limits (e.g. due to road works)
t-lived, these have not been included
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Switching the speed limits display on/off
If the speed limits display is ON, the system will inform you
of the maximum permissible speed limit for the route along
which you are travelling during route guidance, insofar as this
information is available.

Set and confirm ����������� in the System Settings menu.

By pressing the right rotary control  selection can be made
between speed limits display �� or �!!. 
 Setting is confirmed and accepted by pressing and holding
the right rotary control .

If, when the speed limi
route with a speed limit
navigation CD, the corr
right-hand side of the di

The distance to the nex
should be made is disp
which appears in reduce
On routes with variable
conditions, time of day e
speed with an underscor
tion to the fact that the s

Note: As temporary s
are usually shor
on the CD. 

Warning
Accident hazard

Road traffic regulations always take priority when a vehicle
is being driven in traffic. Road signs en-route should always
be heeded. In some cases, the speed limit indicated by the
navigation system may be incorrect. At all times, the driver
must decide whether or not to heed the speed limit indicated.
We do not accept liability for erroneous data provided by the
navigation system.
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 guidance?
 is used to calculate the route, taking
ments into account.
nts are transmitted by a TMC radio
e radio programme and are received
gation system. There is no charge for
cements.

ements are transmitted by radio sta-
 we cannot accept any responsibility
teness and correctness of the an-

ute guidance
nce can be started by selecting
 route menu.

cted if TMC has been switched on or
itched on. See “Switching TMC on/
.

 not displayed immediately (display
���%�&��� �), then ������

 by entering the route settings.
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Dynamic navigation with TMC

Note: Dynamic route guidance is not possible in all coun-
tries.
To use dynamic navigation and the functions de-
scribed below, TMC must be switched on, as de-
scribed under “Switching TMC on/off” on page 22.
When any route recalculations are made with active
dynamic route guidance, the navigation system may
request the Navigation CD (if the Navigation CD is
not already inserted).

Austria: The location and event code was made
available by ASFINAG and BMVIT.

What is dynamic route
Dynamic route guidance
current traffic announce
The traffic announceme
station in addition to th
and analysed by the navi
receiving traffic announ

Note: Traffic announc
tions, therefore
for the comple
nouncements

Activating dynamic ro
Dynamic route guida
����%������ in the

Note: Can only be sele
is currently sw
off” on page 22

If ����%����� � is
����%!���� � or �
���� must be selected
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on was found, then 	����
������
��������� ��� ���� �������  is
r a short time, the unit switches back
dance display.
ation still cannot be found after
��
����������������

�� ���� �������  is displayed, ac-
 brief signal tone.

can receive TMC information, wheth-
ted or not. However, in order to guar-
of TMC information, we recommend
tation. 
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Dynamic route guidance is started after confirmation of ��
����
� ���� using the right rotary control  and subse-
quent confirmation of ����%������.
Note: If dynamic route guidance has been activated, the

routes are calculated using the "fast route" setting.

If dynamic route guidance has been activated, a continuous
check is made for the presence of relevant announcements for
the selected route. The route is then calculated using the "fast
route" option, while taking into account current traffic an-
nouncements. If the check determines that a traffic announce-
ment is relevant for the route guidance, then a new route to the
destination is calculated automatically by the unit. 
��������� appears on the display. In addition, there is a voice
announcement "The route is being recalculated due to cur-
rent traffic announcements".  is displayed inversely.

Note: If no TMC stati
����� ���� �

displayed. Afte
to the route gui
If a TMC st
10 minutes, 	��
���������� �

companied by a

Your navigation system 
er a TMC station is selec
antee optimal reception 
the selection of a TMC s
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tation can be received while TP
smitted by another FM station are

P transmitter reception is poor, the
matic tracking until the programmed
eivable.

 on:

is capable of selecting a suitable traf-
smitter automatically. If possible, a
ted as the traffic programme transmit-
C station usually offers the best traf-
e region in which you are travelling.
is available, the traffic programme

strongest signal is selected.

 equipped with a traffic programme,
isplay by ��.
ars on the display to indicate that the
ive.
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Modifications to radio mode
The following modifications have been made to radio mode:

• Modified operation in radio mode (TrafficProgramme)

• Switching TMC on/off

• Display for TMC stations

Traffic Programme (TP)
If an RDS diversity transmitter transmits TP announcements,
it is possible to interrupt CD, CDC/AUX, MW, LW or SW
operation or the mute function and to switch through the
transmitted TP announcement. Moreover, you can listen to
one FM station while having TP announcements switched
through that are transmitted by another FM station.
The functionality of the traffic programme functions depends
on the status of the TMC setting - TMC switched on/off
(“Switching TMC on/off” on page 22)

When TMC is switched off:

• There are two ways to select a TP transmitter:
 - automatic tracking
 - direct programming
Automatic tracking always uses the FM station currently
being received as the TP transmitter. If the selected FM
station has poor reception quality or cannot function as a
TP transmitter, the unit applies specified criteria to search
for a new TP transmitter.
Direct programming enables a TP transmitter to be pro-
grammed that is not the FM station being received. For ex-

ample, one FM s
announcements tran
switched through.
If the programmed T
unit switches to auto
TP transmitter is rec

When TMC is switched

• With TMC, the unit 
fic programme tran
TMC station is selec
ter. The selected TM
fic information for th
If no TMC station 
transmitter with the 

If an RDS transmitter is
this is indicated on the d
An inverse �TP appe
traffic programme is act
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returning to normal display.

c tracking
 is switched off.

ebands, automatic tracking can be
ng the  button for more than

 tracking in the TP menu, press the
tton repeatedly until ��� (# is dis-

ansmitter has already been pro-
directly, it will once again be select-
P transmitter.

��
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Activating/quitting the TP menu
Activating: Press the  button (traffic announcements can-
not be transmitted).

Press the  multifunction button.

Quitting: Press the  button or the TP menu will be auto-
matically terminated after 8 seconds without actuation.

Switching TP on/off
In all modes and wavebands, TP can be switched on/off by
pressing the  button for more than 2 seconds.
TP can also be switched on/off in the TP - menu.
Switching on: To switch on TP in the TP menu, press
the  multifunction button repeatedly until ���(# is dis-
played.

Switching off: To switch off TP in the TP menu, press the
 multifunction button repeatedly until ��� ()) is dis-

played.

TP is switched off after 

Selecting automati
Only applies when TMC
In all modes and wav
switched on by pressi
2 seconds.
To switch on automatic

 multifunction bu
played.

Attention: If a TP tr
grammed 
ed as the T
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/off

further information on TMC under
ation with TMC” on page 18.

unction button repeatedly until ��


a traffic programme transmitter can-
 TMC station is selected by the unit,
ceived. This transmitter then corre-
gramme transmitter.

unction button repeatedly until ��


 a traffic programme transmitter can

ation functions (dynamic route, traf-
 cannot be selected or called up. 
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Selecting / deleting direct programming
Only applies whenTMC is switched off.
Activate the TP menu. 
Selecting: Press the  multifunction button.

Using the right rotary control , select the desired TP trans-
mitter. After a short delay and without actuation, the selected
transmitter is accepted.

Deleting: Press the  multifunction button.

Using the right rotary control , select �0+(12-2/+ and
press to confirm. After a short delay and without actuation,
the direct programming is deleted.
Quit the TP menu.

Switching TMC on

Note: You can find 
“Dynamic navig

Activate the TP menu.

Switching on:
Press the  multif
(# is displayed.
If TMC is switched on, 
not be selected freely. A
provided one can be re
sponds to the traffic pro

Switching off:
Press the  multif
()) is displayed.
If TMC is switched off,
be selected freely.

Note: Dynamic navig
fic information)

�+,
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Display for TMC stations
If a radio station transmits TMC information in addition to the
radio programme, this is indicated on the display by the ab-
breviation ��
. TMC information is received and analysed
by the navigation system. The reception of traffic announce-
ments is free of charge.

TMC is shown in normal typeface:
The instantaneously selected station is a TMC station. TMC
is switched off.

TMC is shown in inverted typeface:
The instantaneously selected station is a TMC station. TMC
is switched on.
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